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ABSTRACT The increasing complexity of systems and the heterogeneous origin of the possible malfunc-
tions bring about the necessity of redefining the troubleshooting processes. Troubleshooting comprises the
set of steps for the systematic analysis of the symptoms after the detection of a malfunction. The complexity
of certain systems, such as aircraft, means the origin of that malfunction can be any of several reasons, where
diagnosis techniques support engineers in determining the reason for the unexpected behaviour. However,
derived from the high number of components involved in an aircraft, the list of possible fault origins can
be extremely long, and the analysis of every element on the list, until the element responsible is found,
can be very time-consuming and error-prone. As an alternative, certain input/output signals can be read to
prevent the substitution of a correctly functioning component, by validating its behaviour in an indirect
way. In order to optimise the actions to perform, we have identified the relevant parts of the model to
propose a troubleshooting process to ascertain the signals to read and the components to substitute, while
striving to minimise the action cost in accordance with a combination of structural analysis, the probability of
malfunction associated to the components, and the cost associated to each extra signal read and component
substituted. The proposal has been validated in a system taken from a real scenario obtained in collaboration
with the Airbus Defence and Space company. A statistical analysis of the degree of improvement of the
troubleshooting process has also been included.

INDEX TERMS Decision-making process, model-based diagnosis, multi-objective function,
troubleshooting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fault diagnosis provides mechanisms to isolate the element
responsible for a malfunction in accordance with a set of
observations [1], [2]. However, signal values provided by
monitoring systems are not always sufficient to isolate a
suitable subset of possible components responsible for a mal-
function, since a great number of root causes can be involved.
Frequently, probability and cost are included in sorting the
list of possible causes, although the number of possibilities
can be extremely high. One option for the reduction of the
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number of candidates involves improving the observation of
the system by developing a set of new readings of signals in
the system [3], [4]. Troubleshooting is the reasoning process
for the determination of what part of a system is causing a
malfunction in accordance with a set of actions that guide
the diagnoser to isolate the origin of misbehaviour. It is
fundamental both to decrease the time taken to solve the
problem and reduce the cost associated to reading signals of
the system and to the component substitutions. Both aspects
are especially important in contexts where there are numerous
possible combinations of malfunctions. Aeronautic organi-
sations can include a high number of components that are
interconnected, such as the distribution of sensors to monitor
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the assembly process [5], and the Cyber-Physical Systems
interaction with the rest of the software used in the company
[6], [7] for troubleshooting and maintenance purposes [8].

The detection, isolation, and repair of components during
aircraft assembly and in-service processes are very problem-
atic [9], derived from the complexity of the systems, for
both the number of components and the density of relations
between them. The growing complexity in the systems and
the heterogeneity of the failure nature, makes necessary to
tackle the problem isolation improving the troubleshooting
mechanisms [10]. During the aircraft assembly and in-service
maintenance processes, several malfunctions might be found,
which is the reason why a number of tests need to be applied
to prevent the propagation of faults to other phases of the
assembly. Both detection and resolution of possible malfunc-
tions during the tests are fundamental in reducing the number
of incidences before the aircraft is ready, thereby enhanc-
ing the product and process quality. Typically, the phases
involved in the methodologies used in troubleshooting in
systems such as aircraft include [11]: visual inspection, oper-
ational evaluation, problem classification, problem isolation,
problem location, problem resolution, and a final operational
evaluation to ensure the resolution of the problem. In other
more specific cases, such as in-service support, the trou-
bleshooting methodologies are complex and frequently, hand
the responsibility of decision-making to the experts, instead
of defining an ad-hoc set of steps for each case where both
probability and cost are taken into account [12]. In com-
plex contexts, such as aeronautic scenarios, for an observed
malfunction there are several possible root causes, owing to
the high connectivity between the components. This is why
the visual or manual inspections, following a set of prede-
fined steps, do not always constitute the optimal combination
of activities to isolate the malfunction. This is why, it is
considered interesting to create customised troubleshooting
for each observed malfunction that has been adapted to the
observations at each moment.

In this paper, we propose a framework to support the
troubleshooting process after the detection of a malfunc-
tion in order to isolate the component responsible from a
sorted list by automating the steps as much as possible, and
guiding the operator minimising the cost of detection and
that of the component substitutions. The method is based
on the incorporation of the fault probability, substitution
cost, the cost of the reading and the structural analysis,
thereby creating a customised solution of each malfunction
and sequence of signal. Since, for each element of the model,
both probability and substitution cost must be combined,
it is necessary to incorporate a function to optimise multiple
objectives.

In order to validate our proposal, we have developed a
solution that has been tested on the company Airbus Defence
and Space. The concept of this proposal started as part of
the context of the European project Clean Sky 2, and con-
tributes to one of the tasks aligned with the key societal
challenge for smart, green and integrated transport defined

in Horizon 2020. The Clean Sky 2 project built a full-scale
in-flight demonstrator of innovative architectures and config-
urations to contribute toward advances in environmental and
economic performance and to bring crucial competitiveness
benefits to European industry. Through further initiatives,
the final proposal was released and validated by the Airbus
Defence and Space Manufacturing Engineering Transversal
Systems department. A statistical analysis has been incorpo-
rated to demonstrate how the use of our proposal can reduce
the troubleshooting effort.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces
the models of problems where our proposal can be applied.
Section III presents the methodology proposed in this paper
to be applied to the defined model. Section IV shows step
by step, and in great detail, the different actions that would
be carried out and the final result that is achieved with our
proposal. Section V lays out the evaluation of our proposal
and the provided advantages in a real scenario, as is the
aircraft assembly process. Section VI shows the software
architecture of our proposal. Section VII summarises the pre-
vious proposals in the area, and the reason why our solution
implies a step forward in the literature. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and future work is outlined.

II. TROUBLESHOOTING MODEL DESCRIPTION
The systemswhere troubleshooting techniques can be applied
are those formed by a set of components interconnected by
links. Both components and links can fail, but their main
difference is that the links can be read to obtain information
about the system behaviour. Those links can be automatically
readable by computers (without any extra-cost) or through
human action (implying cost and time). When an incorrect
behaviour is triggered, it is necessary to find the elements
responsible for the malfunction and to perform its substitu-
tion. In this section, the model of the systems supported by
our proposal are formalised and an example is introduced
which allows us to detail and explain the proposed method-
ology. Figure 1 shows a model, consisting of 18 compo-
nents connected through 26 links, that represents a simplified
model from a particular aircraft system. The same model
can include various operational situations or configurations,
called operational modes which perform specific operational
scenarios, thereby activating a subset of their components
depending on the mode.

Formalising these ideas, in our proposal, a system model
involved in a troubleshooting process is described as the tuple
〈E , L, OM , pf 〉, where E is a set of component elements,
L represents the link elements that connect the component
elements, OM is a set of operational modes where different
parts of the systems are involved according to the operations
executed in each case, and pf is the priority function which
describes the importance between substitution cost, reading
cost and malfunction probability of the elements to be sorted
in the troubleshooting process. Each part of the system is
detailed in the following subsections.
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FIGURE 1. System example for troubleshooting.

A. COMPONENT ELEMENTS (E)
A systemmodel consists of a set of component elements, each
of which is described by an identifying name. The component
elements of the example in Figure 1 are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Component elements.

B. LINK ELEMENTS (L)
The links represent elements that connect component ele-
ments, and describe the inputs and outputs of the link.
Each link is represented by the tuple 〈Name: String,
Origin: Component, Destination: Component, Domain: Inte-
ger/Real/Boolean, Observability: Boolean〉. The name repre-
sents the link in a univocal way, origin is the component that
produces the value that is assigned to a variable associated to
the input or output of the link, destination is the component
that receives the value of the variable transported by the link,
and the observability is associated to the automatic readabil-
ity of the link. The links can also fail, and therefore be substi-
tuted as a consequence of the detection of a malfunction, but
themain differencewith the components is that the values that
are read in the links offer information regarding the complete
behaviour of the element, since only one output is possible in
a link.

According to the value of the observability (true or false)
described in the previous tuple, the input or output variables
of the links are defined as known or readable variables. In the
model, the non-observable variables (i.e., internal to compo-
nents) are not included since the components are presented as
a black box.
• Known variable. When observability is true, the value
of the variable associated to the link is known by the
automatic monitorisation of the system, and its reading
does not entail any extra effort, and the reading cost is
equal to 0. Furthermore, in a particular way, if a link
does not have an origin or destination component, then
the observability of its associated variable is mandatorily
true (it represents an input or output variable).

• Readable variables. When observability is false,
the reading of the variables requires human intervention,
thereby entailing an extra effort that requires labour
time, which involves a reading cost greater than 0.

Link elements of the example in Figure 1 are shown
in Table 2. In this example, links without origin correspond to
input variables, and links without destination represent output
signals.

C. OPERATIONAL MODE (OM)
Frequently, a single system can be utilised to support sev-
eral different behaviours. Therefore, and depending on the
specific operational mode in which the system is operating,
on detecting a malfunction, it is not necessary to analyse all
the elements of the system, but only those involved in that
mode. This is especially important in the assembly process,
where different parts of the system are involved in each test.
An operational mode represents a state of the system model
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TABLE 2. Link elements for the example.

where the system performs a specific operational scenario,
for which the part of the model and a specific set of the
components and link elements are active in each operation.
It is described by the tuple 〈name, Eom, Lom〉which represents
the name of the operational mode, a subset of the components
Eom ⊆ E , and a subset of the links Lom ⊆ L. Depending on
the OM, different values for the probabilities of fault, reading
cost, and substitution cost are assigned to each element (both
components and links). Moreover, since the element links
can be observed, they also have an observational cost that
depends on the OM, derived from the difficulty to access
a link according to the stage of the assembly. In summary,
the Eom and Lom are described as the tuples: Eom = 〈E , prob,
sub−cost〉 and Lom = 〈L, prob, sub−cost , obs−cost〉.

Figure 2 details the part of the simplified aircraft system
involved in the Operational Mode called BITE.

In order to ascertain whether the observed values of the
known variables correspond to a correct behaviour, each OM
must include a set of Observations of Correct Behaviours,
described as follows.

1) OBSERVATIONS OF CORRECT BEHAVIOURS
Detecting correct or incorrect behaviour of a system can be
carried out by observing the known variables. To this end,
it is necessary to have previously determined the tuples of
observations that represent correct behaviours. Each correct
behaviour is identified by a tuple of values assigned to the
known variables of the links in a system that does not present
incorrect behaviour. When the known variables are not equal
to any of the tuples that define correct behaviours, it is

FIGURE 2. Simplified aircraft system in BITE operational mode.

assumed that the observation corresponds to an incorrect
behaviour.

Table 3 describes the observations of correct behaviours
of the known variables for the BITE Operational Mode of the
example. Since the domain of the variables for the example
is Boolean, they can take value 0 or 1.

D. PRIORITY FUNCTION (PF)
As mentioned before, the selection of a component as being
the element that is probably responsible for a malfunc-
tion derives from: a structural analysis of the relation of
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FIGURE 3. Steps of the methodology.

TABLE 3. Correct valuation for known variables in BITE operational mode.

the components (described by using the component and
link elements), the probability of failure of the components
(probability), and the costs of substitution and observation
(cost). Once the involved components are determined by
structural analysis, and in order to sort them into a ranking,
a priority function is applied to each component by combin-
ing its probability and costs in a multi-objective function.
The priority value obtained is the employed for sorting the
components into order. One example of a priority function
could be:

sin(
π

2
· Eprobability) · [0.5 · EsubsCost + 0.5 · EobsCost ]

where Eprobability is the probability of fault in the elements
(both links and components) for the activated OM; EsubsCost
is the substitution cost of the element for the selected OM;
and EobsCost is the observation cost. Furthermore, links have
an associated observability cost (obs−cost), while, for com-
ponents, EobsCost is the highest reading cost of all output links
of the component. For this function, the domain of the results
is in the range between 0 and 100. Therefore, for an element,
a result close to 100 indicates that it can potentially be respon-
sible for the failure, while if the result is close to 0, that it
means that the element is almost definitely not responsible
for the failure. Accordingly, if two elements obtain similar
values from the priority function, it indicates that they both
share roughly the same chance of being responsible for the
failure. By applying the priority function to each element,
a sorted ranking of elements is obtained, from highest to
lowest probability. The proposed methodology explains how
this interpretation can guide the engineer (Section III).

III. TROUBLESHOOTING PROCESS METHODOLOGY
Since the complexity of the systems can generate a very long
list of possible root causes, it would be highly unprofitable

to verify each and every possibility. This is the scenario
where the operators must decide what is the best option,
frequently following predefined guides designed by the engi-
neers. To facilitate this process, our proposal customises the
steps of the troubleshooting process according to the obser-
vations. This is why the proposed troubleshooting guide is
needed to helping the decision making regarding on the most
appropriate components to replace/analyse or the variables to
read in order to obtain a more accurate and optimal diagnosis.

The methodology has four steps (as depicted in Figure 3):
(1) system analysis; (2) system monitoring via input values;
(3) creation of a ranking of elements according to the priority
function; and (4) the execution of the guiding process to find
the root of the fault, with a lower cost based on the highest
probability.

The process starts a system analysis in accordance with
the formalisation in Section II, which provides a structural
analysis for the relations between the elements and defines
how a malfunction affects the observations, as explained in
Subsection III-A. In accordance with the observations at run-
time, the system may be diagnosed, and a ranking is created
that considers the probabilities of failure and their costs of
substitution and observation by using the priority function (as
explained in Subsection III-B). The troubleshooting guiding
process enables the component responsible for the malfunc-
tion to be found while minimising the costs, as detailed in
Subsection III-C.

In the following subsections, these steps are laid out in
detail, and the example introduced in Section II is employed
as an illustration.

A. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In order to ascertain those elements which are poten-
tially responsible for an observed malfunction (possible root
cause), a structural analysis of the dependencies between the
elements is necessary. The analysis process starts with the
model of the system as input, which is decomposed (1) and
analysed according to the dependencies between the compo-
nents and links (2).

1) MODEL DECOMPOSITION
According to the formalisation, a component can have
multiple inputs and outputs and therefore our proposal
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FIGURE 4. MIMO component MU transformed into three MISO components.

decomposes the systemwhen necessary. Specifically, decom-
position focuses on component elements with multiple out-
puts, the so-called MIMO (Multiple Input-Multiple Output)
components. These MIMO components make exoneration
tasks more complex, since a malfunction in a MIMO com-
ponent can produce correct and incorrect outputs at the same
time. Generally, in classic diagnosis, the correct observation
of the output of a component exonerates it from the respon-
sibility of a malfunction. However, if there are MIMO com-
ponents in the model, this exemption becomes more complex
during the troubleshooting process.

In order to apply exoneration according to a correct obser-
vation, we need to transform MIMO components into MISO
(Multiple Input-Simple Output) components [13]. The trans-
formation of a MIMO component E creates as many new
MISO components as outputs of E , all of which contain the
same input link elements as E . For the example, in Figure 1,
there are 5 MIMO components: {DC,MU ,CB1,CB2,CU}.
In Figure 4, the componentMU is transformed into three new
components MU1, MU2, and MU3, one for each output of
the MU original component.

With this decomposition, a MIMO component can only be
exonerated if every single one of its MISO components are
exonerated. Thus, situations like the following could occur:
the output WIRING_MU_Sensor1IN is exonerated due to
the correct reading of a variable. This leads to the MISO
component MU1 being exonerated, but the entire MU com-
ponent cannot be exonerated, since its other two outputs could
still be incorrect. Subsequently if the MU component has to
be analysed, then the analysis begins by reading its outputs
that yet to be exonerated yet (that is, the exoneration of its
remaining MISOs are sought).

2) DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS
There are many techniques that obtain the structural depen-
dencies of a system [14]. This proposal focuses on the cre-
ation of a fault signature matrix [2], [15] that represents the
set of variables that would be affected when each specific ele-
ment fails. In the field of diagnosis, the use of fault signature
matrices facilitates the isolation of components depending on

the observations. For example, if the observation of a variable
(output of an element E) denotes that E works correctly, then
this implies that all the elements whose outputs are inputs
of E also work correctly. These can therefore be removed
from the list of possible root causes, thereby propagating the
exoneration to related components.

After the model decomposition phase, the fault signature
matrix is created to represent the relation between the element
link variables, which can be observed in order to ascertain
whether if the process is working correctly, and the elements
of the system that can fail. Table 4 shows a part of the
signature matrix for the system in BITE Operational Mode
presented in Figure 2, to make the proposal understandable.
The signature matrix includes only the MISO components
involved in the specific operatingmodel under analysis. Thus,
for instance, components MU1 and MU3 do not appear,
because they do not operate in this mode. Likewise, link ele-
ments that do not have an element as their origin never appear
in the matrix, since if they were included, their column would
always be empty, which means that under no circumstances
reading them can help to exonerate any element.

In order to obtain the fault signature matrix [16], the struc-
tural relations in the system model are analysed using the
information regarding its inputs and outputs. To enable the
representation of which variables are affected when an ele-
ment fails, a signature matrix has one row per element (com-
ponent or link), and one column per known or readable
variable of the system. When an X is located in a cell which
is in the row of element E and the column of variable v,
this means that if element E fails, then the value of v is
affected by this fault. It is equivalent to the existence (in the
model) of a path between the output of element E and the link
variable v. However, the reverse implication is not possible,
since an element E can work correctly while v is incorrect,
due to another element implication. For the variable point of
view, if v is incorrect, at least one of the elements with an
X in its column must be working incorrectly. The signature
matrix also includes the variables associated to the input value
of the link element, such as L−BITEON−(I). As described
above, a link element is an element with only one input and
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TABLE 4. Signature matrix for BITE OM system.

TABLE 5. Ranking of elements for an incorrect input tuple in BITE OM.

one output. The column of an input link element is equal to
the column of the element link variables without an X in the
element link. These variables are not included in the model
since they are derived from the link element, and no such extra
information is necessary.

B. RANKING CREATION
During the assembly and testing processes, the system func-
tionalities are continuously monitored to verify the correct
behaviour, to make a diagnosis if needed. If certain known
variables present incorrect values, this means that the read
input tuple does not match the operational mode. It therefore
becomes necessary to formulate a hypothesis regarding the
malfunction, and if the diagnosis activity begins. Depending
on the specific known variables that are correct or incorrect,
it is possible to isolate the potential elements involved in trou-
bleshooting, since probably not all the elements that belong
to the OM can be responsible for the detected malfunction.
This will depend on the structural analysis (used to create
the signature matrix) and according to the specific incorrect
known variables. For example, Table 5(a) describes a tuple
of known variable values that does not match with the cor-
rect behaviour in the OM, and therefore a diagnosis process
should be executed. When an incorrect tuple is detected,
the elements involved in the OM must be ordered, such as
is shown in Table 5(b). The troubleshooting process starts
analysing this list and the signature matrix.

It is important to note that MISO components never appear
in the ranking, only MIMOs appear. This is because when a
component has to be replaced, it must be completely replaced,
since its division into MISOs is not physical, but logical.
In this way, the MISOs intervene in the subsequent guiding
process only to facilitate exemptions, while only the MIMO
components appear in the ranking.

Furthermore, it is important to highlight that, as mentioned
above, if two or more elements appear in the ranking with the
same value for the priority function, then this indicates that
they have the same value obtained using the priority function.
In these circumstances, the operator can decide which is to be
analysed first.

C. GUIDING THE TROUBLESHOOTING PROCESS
In classic approaches, and making use of a ranking
of potential elements to be replaced, the troubleshoot-
ing starts by replacing the first element in that ranking
(WIRING_MU_MNTU_BUS in the previous example), since
it has the greatest value according to the priority function.
Therefore, if the problem is solved, the diagnosis process is
complete. In contrast, if the malfunction persists, the diagno-
sis process follows the order established in the ranking for
the replacement of elements one by one until the origin of the
malfunction is found.

However, due to the potential complexity of the models,
the potential root causes can be very numerous and very
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FIGURE 5. Stages of the guiding algorithm.

expensive to fix or replace, therefore, it may not be feasible
to replace or repair the elements without being 100% certain
that they are really causing the problem. That is why in the
troubleshooting process, our proposal includes, the readings
of readable variables to isolate the problem in an optimal
way, and to prevent unnecessarily replacing correct elements
whenever possible.

During the process, the steps presented schematically
in Figure 5 are proposed as a guide, and they serve as support
to explain, in greater detail, the different stages that make up
the guiding process until the component responsible for the
malfunction is detected.

According to the ranking (Step 1), such as that shown
in Table 5 (b), the operator must decide which element to
analyse (Step 2). The algorithm suggests analysing the ele-
ments in the order that they appear in the ranking; however,
if the operator decides to analyse another element instead
of that which the ranking order proposes, then the ignored
element is relocated at the end of the list for future consid-
eration. The exoneration or blame of the components can be
determined in a direct (by means of their replacement) or an
indirect way (reading readable variables) (Step 3).

The information provided for each element to make the
decision is composed of three types of costs:
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• Element substitution cost: the cost of replacing the
component/link element.

• Cost of ascertaining whether the element is working
correctly: if the element is a component, then it might
have one or more outputs, which are readable or known
variables. In the calculation of this cost, we must dif-
ferentiate between two scenarios: (1) the outputs of the
component are correct, or (2) the component outputs are
incorrect and all its inputs are correct. Consequently, this
cost is equal to the sum of observation costs of the out-
puts plus the sum of the observation costs of the inputs.
Similarly, with link elements, if the variable associated
with the link is correct, then the cost of ascertaining that
it is correct is equal to the cost of reading its variable.
However, if the variable is incorrect, then the cost of
knowing that the link element is correct is equal to the
cost of reading its variable with an incorrect result plus
the cost of reading the input, alsowith an incorrect result.

• Cost of ascertaining whether the element is not work-
ing correctly: This is the cost of finding out that its
outputs are incorrect, plus the cost of reading all its
inputs to verify that they are correct.

Based on this information, the operator has to decide
(Step 4) between substituting the element or, if it is possible,
analysing the element indirectly by reading variables. If the
operator decides to substitute (Step 5), the element must be
replaced and the persistence of the fault should be checked
(Step 6). If themalfunction disappears, then the troubleshoot-
ing process ends since the responsible for the failure has been
found. On the other hand, if the fault is still present, then the
information regarding the performed substitution is recorded
and the troubleshooting process continues once the ranking is
updated accordingly.

For the example, it is decided to analyse the element by
reading variables; the process starts reading the output of
the element (Step 7) to exonerate it and the other elements
related to that variable in the signature matrix (Step 13). If the
variable is incorrect (Step 8) the inputs of the element must
be read (Step 11) to ascertain whether they are incorrect or
not (Step 12). The casuistry is as follows:

• If at least one input variable is incorrect, then the com-
ponent under study can be exonerated since its incorrect
output has been caused by another faulty component
(Step 13).

• If an input is correct (Step 15), then the components
related to it in the signature matrix can be exonerated
(i.e., those that have an X in the column of the input
variable).

• If every input is correct (Step 16), then it is implied that
the component produces an incorrect output from correct
inputs, and therefore it is possibly the component the
possible responsible for the malfunction.

• If an output is correct (Step 8) and the element isMIMO,
then only the MISO element can be exonerated (Step
10), unless it is the last MISO component (from that

MIMO element) that remains to be exempted, which
would then exonerate the entire MIMO component,
as well as those related to the output variable in the
signature matrix (Step 13).

However, it is important to note that although all readings
are saved during execution, if an element is replaced, then
these read variables are reset, since every time an element
changes in the system, the system also changes and, therefore,
previous readings are no longer reliable.

IV. GUIDING PROCESS FOR THE EXAMPLE
For a better understanding of the previous algorithm,
an example of the trace of the troubleshooting is detailed
below, where the element responsible for the malfunction
is MU, although this is unknown before the troubleshooting
process starts. Figure 6 shows the BITE OM diagram, which
includes costs of the substitution of components and costs
of reading variables, and has been labelled with the phases
described in the algorithm to facilitate its understanding.

Details of the development of the guiding process for a spe-
cific scenario are now given, and include decisions, readings
made, substitutions, etc.

1) Starting from the incorrect input tuple shown
in Table 5(a), the ranking shown in Table 5(b) is
obtained (Step 1). WIRING_MU_MNTU_BUS is the
first element, a link, and the first candidate to be
analysed according to the priority function results (Step
2). The system shows the three costs associatedwith the
analysis of that element (Step 3):
• Substitution cost: 1,000.
• Cost of ascertaining whether WIRING_MU
_MNTU_BUS is correct:
– Best-case scenario: 100. The cost of reading

the output variable is correct, implies that the
element is correct.

– Worst-case scenario: 200. The cost of read-
ing the output WIRING_MU_MNTU_BUS and
inputWIRING_MU_MNTU_BUS_(I) variables,
to ascertain whether the component is working
correctly (input and output incorrect) or incor-
rectly (input correct and output incorrect).

• Cost of ascertaining whether WIRING_MU_
MNTU_BUS is incorrect: 200. This cost is equal
to ascertaining that it is correct in the worst-case
scenario.

Based on these three costs, the operator must decide
whether to choose whether the replacement of the ele-
ment or to perform the readings of a variable (Step
4). For the example, the decision is to read (Step 7),
since it costs 200 instead of the 1,000 of the substi-
tution. The algorithm then asks if the read variable is
correct (Step 8). In this case, it is not correct (Step
8) and its input must be read (Step 11). The input of
the link (WIRING_MU_MNTU_BUS_(I)) is incorrect
(Step 12), and therefore, the link element is correct
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FIGURE 6. Troubleshooting example trace diagram.

TABLE 6. Ranking after first analysis.

and can be exonerated (Step 13). The ranking is then
updated and the process continues (Step 1). Table 6
shows the new resulting ranking.

2) Following on with the example, the next element to be
analysed is CB1 (Step 2). The system shows the three
costs associated to its analysis:
• Substitution cost: 1,000.
• Cost of ascertaining whether CB1 is correct:
– Best-case scenario: 350. This component is

MIMO and is divided into two MISO com-
ponents,(CB11 and CB12). The cost of read-
ing each output correctly (WIRING_CB1_CU_
PWR_(I) and WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR_(I)) is
150 and 200 respectively, and the total cost their
sum.

– Worst-case scenario: 350. The worst-case sce-
nario in ascertaining whether this component is
correct is equal to the sum of reading its outputs,
being incorrect, plus the reading of its input
variable (L_CB1_CLOSED), being incorrect.

Since L_CB1_CLOSED is a known variable,
then its observation cost is 0 and the total cost is
equal to 350.

• Cost of ascertaining whether CB1 is incorrect:
350. This cost is equal to the cost of ascertaining
whether it is correct in the worst-case scenario.

This time, when these costs are shown to the operator
(Step 3), the option chosen is that of analysing by
reading (Step 4), and the analysis begins by reading
the outputs of element CB1 (Step 7). These turn out
to be correct (Step 8) and, therefore, the entire MIMO
component can be exonerated, because both its MISO
components have been exonerated (Steps 10 and 13).
In addition, as result of the correct readings, two actions
are carried out: (1) Elements are sought whose outputs
are related to the correct variable (there is an X in the
column of the variables WIRING_CB1_CU_PWR_(I)
and WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR_(I), and in the row of
the potential components to be exonerated in the fault
signature matrix), which, in this case, there are none;
and (2) the correct reading of these variables is stored
in the system so that it is taken into account in case they
are needed in the future. However, the malfunctioning
element has yet to be identified, and hence it is nec-
essary to update the ranking and continue the search
(Step 1). Table 7 shows the new ranking.

3) Now, the first element in the ranking is CB2 (Step 2).
The system displays the three related costs (Step 3):
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TABLE 7. Ranking after the second analysis.

TABLE 8. Updated ranking after the third analysis.

• Substitution cost: 1,000.
• Cost of ascertaining whether CB2 is correct:
– Best-case scenario: 350. This component is

MIMO and is divided into two MISO compo-
nents (CB21 and CB22). The cost of reading
each output correctly(WIRING_CB2_CU_PWR_(I)
and WIRING_CB2_MU_PWR_(I)), is 150 and
200 respectively.

– Worst-case scenario: 350. The sum of read-
ing its outputs (350), whereby at least one is
incorrect, plus the reading of its input vari-
able (L_CB2_CLOSED), which is also incor-
rect. Since L_CB2_CLOSED is a known vari-
able, its observation cost is 0 and the total cost
is equal to 350.

• Cost of ascertaining whether CB2 is incorrect:
350. This cost is the same as the cost of the
worst-case scenario.

By using this information, the operator chooses to anal-
yse CB2 by readings (Step 4), and the study begins
by reading the its outputs (Step 7), which turn out to
be correct (Step 8) and, therefore, the entire MIMO
component can be exonerated, because both its MISO
components have been exonerated (Steps 10 and 13).
The two tasks that are executed after the correct read-
ings are carried out in the same way as in the previous
component. Finally, this is not the faulty component,
and therefore it becomes necessary to update the rank-
ing and continue the search (Step 1). Table 8 shows the
new ranking.

4) WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR is the next element of the
ranking to be analysed (Step 2). The system provides
the following costs (Step 3):
• Substitution cost: 1,000.
• Cost of ascertaining whether WIRING_CB1
_MU_PWR is correct:
– Best-case scenario: 200. The cost of reading the

output variable of the link that is correct.
– Worst-case scenario: 200. The cost of read-

ing the variable of the link that is incorrect

TABLE 9. Updated ranking after the fifth analysis.

plus the cost of reading its input vari-
able (WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR_(I)), also incor-
rect. However, the reading of the variable
WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR_(I)has already been
carried out with a correct result and therefore it
does not need to be read again.

• Cost of ascertaining whether WIRING_CB1_
MU_PWR is incorrect: 200. This cost is equal
to the cost of reading the variable of the link,
and ascertaining that it is incorrect, plus the cost
of reading the variable that is the input of the
link WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR_(I), that is correct,
making a total of 400. However, the reading of the
variableWIRING_CB1_MU_PWR_(I) has already
been carried out with a correct result, and there-
fore, it does not need to be read again, and no extra
cost is incurred.

Based on the information given, the operator must
decide whether to choose to replace the element or
to perform the readings of a variable (Step 4). The
decision is to read (Step 7). Following on, the algorithm
askswhether the read variable is correct (Step 8). In this
case, it is correct and since it is a link, there are no more
outputs (Step 9), and therefore the link element must
be exonerated (Step 13). In the new scenario, the fault
persists, and therefore the ranking is updated and the
process continues (Step 1).

5) WIRING_CB2_MU_PWR is the next element of the
ranking to be analysed (Step 2). Following the same
reasoning as in the previous element, the system shows
the following costs (Step 3):
• Substitution cost: 1,000.
• Cost of ascertaining whether WIRING_CB2
_MU_PWR is correct:
– Best-case scenario: 200.
– Worst-case scenario: 200.

• Cost of ascertaining whether WIRING_CB2_
MU_PWR is incorrect: 200.

The operator decides to analyse the link elements by
readings again (Step 7). The reading is correct (Step 8)
and since it is a link, there are no more outputs (Step 9),
therefore, and the link element must also be exonerated
(Step 13). The ranking is updated as shown in Table 9.

6) MU is the next item on the ranking to be tested (Step
2). The system provides the following costs (Step 3):
• Substitution cost: 10,000.
• Cost of ascertaining whetherMU is correct:
– Best-case scenario: 0. This component is

MIMO, but in this mode, only one of its MISOs
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is operative: M2, whose output is the vari-
able WIRING_MU_MNTU_BUS_(I). The read-
ing cost of this variable is 100. Nevertheless it
has been read previously, making the total cost
for the MIMO element equal to 0.

– Worst-case scenario: 150. This cost is equal
to the cost of reading its output incorrectly,
which is 0, plus the sum of the observation costs
of its three inputs (WIRING_CB1_MU_PWR,
WIRING_CB2_MU_PWR, WIRING_CU_MU_
BUS), which must all be correct. Taking into
account that the first two have already been
exonerated, this cost is equal to the observation
cost ofWIRING_CU_MU_BUS.

• Cost of ascertaining whether MU is incorrect:
150. The cost is the same as for the worst-case
finding that it is correct.

This time, again, the operator decides to analyse by
reading variables (Step 7). As before, the process starts
reading the output variables of the component, which,
as previously analysed, presents an incorrect result
(Step 8). This leads to reading the inputs (Step 11).
This component has three inputs, two of which have
already been read. When WIRING_CU_MU_BUS is
verified, it is correct too, implying that the component
is receiving correct information and producing erro-
neous information. Therefore, this component would
be a potential cause of the failure, and the algorithm
indicates to the operator that it should be replaced
(Step 5). After the replacement, the fault disappears
and the search process ends, since MU is responsible
for the failure.

The convenience of applying our proposal instead of the
classical proposals, where no partial readings are included,
is laid out in the following section.

V. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSAL
The effectiveness of our algorithm depends on the location in
the ranking of the element responsible for the malfunction
for each test. If the element responsible is the first one,
then our algorithm incurs time and cost reading various vari-
ables. Otherwise, if the element responsible is deep within
the list, our algorithm reduces the diagnosis cost drastically.
To measure this effectiveness while taking into account the
probability that an element appears in the different positions
of the ranking, the troubleshooting guiding algorithm has
been validated using a simplified aircraft system model of a
real environment in Airbus Defence and Space factories. In
order to verify the validity of the proposal, Subsection V-A
shows how the algorithm has been tested in three differ-
ent Operational Modes by simulating the possible element
responsible for the malfunction for each mode and examining
how the guidance of our algorithm could affect the decisions.
This verification has been carried out to compare the benefits
and disadvantages of our methodology versus the traditional

methodology. Subsection V-B lists the conclusions drawn in
the validation, the advantages of our approach, and those
cases where its use can introduce major benefits.

A. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSAL
In this section, our approach is tested on three different OMs
from the same simplified aircraft system. This implies that,
in each OM, certain elements are involved, while others are
not, and therefore the lists of possible root causes change
with each test. For illustrative reasons, and to be able to go
into greater detail, give a full description of the tests for one
OM, although the obtained results of the other two are also
included in the paper. The details of the results of the other
two tests are shown on the web.1

For every test, results are presented in accordance with two
approaches: (1) classic, replacing elements in the order of the
cost-probability relationship given in the ranking; and (2) our
proposal, based on the reading of variables.

The tests are carried out, by using a defined ranking to
determine the costs of discovering of the faulty element.
These costs depend on the type of approach used and the
location in the ranking of the element responsible. To gather
every cost, both approaches and the positions of the element
are studied for a later analysis. Table 10 contains the informa-
tion regarding the results achieved for the OM BITE2. First,
the ELEMENT column represents the ranking of possible
root causes identified during the troubleshooting process,
sorted in the order from highest to lowest according to the pri-
ority function. The column CLASSIC APPROACH contains
the results of costs incurred in ascertaining whether an ele-
ment is responsible for the failure or not, following the classic
methodology of substituting elements according to the rank-
ing order. In the classic approach, the cost of substituting the
i-th component includes the cost of substituting every (i-1)-th
previous element that turned out to be correct (the best-case
or the worst-case scenario, depending on the case) and the
element involved in each tuple. Regarding our approach,
the set of columns PROPOSED APPROACH contains the
same information with the exception that, in our proposal,
the costs differ depending on whether a scanned element is
working properly and its outputs are correct (lowest cost to
ascertain whether it is correct) or reading every inputs and
outputs, that must be performed when the output is incorrect
and it is necessary to ascertain if the inputs are correct. When
an incorrect element is detected, it is necessary to include
the replacing cost to the cost of the column to determine the
culprit. Moreover, both for correct and incorrect elements,
the cost of analysing the element of the i-th row includes the
cost of ascertaining that the (i-1)-th previous elements are also
correct. Finally, the column SAVINGS contains the percent-
ages of cost reduction of our proposal compared to the classic
proposal in the analysis of each element (the percentage
includes the substitution cost of each element plus the cost

1http://www.idea.us.es/ts2020/.
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TABLE 10. Comparison of costs and steps of traditional and proposed solutions in BITE2 mode.

TABLE 11. Costs per probability of failure and savings in BITE2 mode.

to determine that this element is responsible, represented in
the column with the highest costs in the proposed approach).

In the first test, we found a small ranking, in which
only a few elements of the system intervene, as illustrated
in Table 10. It can be observed that the costs are drastically
reduced when the elements analysed are not responsible for
the failure. When the defective element is at the top of the
ranking, our proposal entails higher costs than the classic
approach. However, the cost decreases significantly when the
position of the defective item is lower in the ranking, and costs
can be halved or reduced even more in certain cases.

If we focus on the column of Table 10 that shows the cost of
determining whether the element is incorrect, the cost when
each component fails can be ascertained. However, the anal-
ysis must include the number of times that the each element
is actually the responsible for the malfunction. To evaluate
our proposal, the probability information associated to each
component is used. In the example, the probability is assessed
in the range [0..100], where 0 represents the least probability
of being responsible for the malfunction. In order to gain a
more general idea of the advantages of applying our proposal,
100 tests are simulated, which take into account the different
probabilities associated to each element. Table 11 includes
the probability of each element where the summatory of the
probability is an impossible 156 in this case. In order to
obtain the column (Probability in 100 tests), a proportional
adjustment is carried out. Based on the column probability
in 100 test, we multiplied this value by the cost to solve the
problem for each element, comparing the two approaches
(columns Classic appr. cost and Proposed appr. cost). For
the 100 elements, the total cost for the classic approach
is

∑Elements
i=1 probabilityIn100Testsi*ClassicAppr .Costi =

684, 025.64, and
∑Elements

i=1 probabilityIn100Testsi*
ProposedAppr .Costi = 393, 717.94, thereby saving

290, 307.69 e, which implies saving of 42.44% in the
100 tests.

FIGURE 7. Total costs obtained for 100 tests with the two approaches.

B. CONCLUSIONS OF THE VALIDATION
Based on the observations collected in the previous subsec-
tion, four general behaviours can be concluded:

1) For elements in the first positions of the ranking, there
are no major differences between the traditional solu-
tions and our algorithm. In fact, costs remain the same
or even increase using our approach, as well as the
number of steps needed to reach the solution.

2) In the average cases, that is, those in which the elements
are in the central positions of the ranking, the use of our
proposal compared to the traditional approach enables
costs to be reduced, and attains a greater reduction in
the lower ranking positions.

3) For the last elements of the ranking, all costs are
reduced by at least 50%. Those cases in which cer-
tain elements are extraordinarily expensive, should be
borne in mind, since the costs of our proposal are also
lower than the costs of the traditional methodology.

4) By carrying out a statistical analysis of the results,
we have reached the conclusion that, assuming that
each failure was repeated 100 times, and taking into
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FIGURE 8. System architecture for guided troubleshooting.

account the probability of failure of each element,
our proposal produces significant savings: 42.44%,
57.26%, and 40.54%. Figure 7 shows the large differ-
ences between the total costs for the approaches for
each of the three tests.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Since the solution is oriented towards guiding troubleshoot-
ing during the assembly processes, it is crucial that the imple-
mentation can be executed not only on computers, but also
on tablets or other mobile devices. For this reason, the set of
combined technologies is oriented towards the optimisation
of time and resources, since the main aim is to achieve an effi-
cient and fast response system, with a suitable performance
and minimum resource consumption.

As shown in Figure 8, based on the description of the
system model and the structural relationships between ele-
ments, the troubleshooting system needs a mechanism to
describe the dependencies for the later isolation process.
Hence, we propose the use of labelled graphs for modelling
the problem representation, whereby it is possible to use a
graph database to store and query these graphs, as well as
storing the signature matrix that is used during the execution
of the guided algorithm. On the other hand, the diagnosis
module provides the ranking of possible root causes of fail-
ure, and, by using these possible causes, our system allows
the operator to execute the guiding process to ascertain the
real element responsible for the malfunction.

In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, our
graph database has been designed as follows:

• Nodes. We have used four different types of nodes:
elements, link variables, operational modes, and sig-
naturematrices. For each node, the graph database only
stores its name.

• Edges. Three types of edges are included:

– Operational-mode structural relationships: These
represent the structural relations that are established
between the elements and variables of the system
in the different operational modes. Thus, if, in a
particular operational mode, a set of elements and
variables must necessarily be connected and either
active or inactive, then the edges linking them will
appear in the graph. To represent this relationship,
each edge that links an element and a variable has
the name of an operational mode and contains addi-
tional information in the way of attributes, such as:
(1) the type of relationship between the element and
the variable (input, output, bidirectional); and (2) a
value that represents the state in which the interface
of the element must necessarily be (0: inactive; 1:
active).

– Operational-mode costs and probabilities: Each
element has an edge to each operational mode.
These edges specify their substitution cost and fail-
ure probability as an attribute. Similarly, each vari-
able also has an edge to each operational mode,
which contains the cost of observation of the vari-
able as an attribute.

– Correspondence between the operational mode and
its signature matrix: These are edges that link the
operational-mode nodes with the signature-matrix
nodes. In this respect, it is possible to determine
which operational mode is associated with which
signature-matrix failure.

Figure 9 shows an example of a graph database of the BITE
mode.

Our proposal is developed by using Python to create
the logic of the algorithm described in Section III and by
employing Neo4j as a graph database. Neo4j is a No-SQL
graph-oriented database that is employed to store information
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FIGURE 9. Example of a BITE mode graph.

related to the data model. Thanks to the structural relation-
ships established between the elements of the studied sub-
system, it can be modelled using a graph topology. For this
type of information structuring, this type of database gives us
significant advantages over an SQL solution, since the queries
made on the data model imply adjacency relationships, which
are as important as the data itself. In addition, due to the
features of the algorithm, most of the queries require the
navigation through different levels of depth, and this is always
more efficient if graphs are used instead of SQL ‘‘join’’
operations. Moreover, it should be taken into account that
for this small simplified problem, our database supports more
than 100 nodes and 1, 600 edges.
On the other hand, the query language used by this database

favours simplicity, which is an important fact to take into
account, since the lighter the logic used by the system,
the greater the chances of using it on different platforms and
devices. Details of the implementation, more tests, and an
example of the applicability of our proposal is available in
the web.2

VII. RELATED WORK
In previous work, automated troubleshooting has brought
significant benefits for quality assurance in manufacturing or
network systems [17]. On these systems, failures can occur
and various attempts could be made to repair them in the
best way possible. Furthermore, on the aircraft manufacturing
or similar complex systems, faults could propagate or affect
numerous other systems, which leads to a great quantity of
work to solve the fault. Our work has been motivated by the
limitation of available information to perform the best fault
troubleshooting process during the manufacturing. In these
cases, many hypotheses have be to considered and the trou-
bleshooting process could require a high number of steps to
solve a determined failure. The selection of previous studies
that are more closely related to our paper includes topics such
as sequential fault diagnosis [18], interactive troubleshooting
and troubleshooting using Artificial Intelligence techniques.

The MyAID application in [19] provide workers with
interactive troubleshooting of industrial machines. It relies
on hypermedia information systems, and shows step-by-step

2http://www.idea.us.es/ts2020/.

instructions using multimedia material. However, this study
fails to specify how the application minimises the time and
cost in the search for causes of failure.

Another set of studies related to fault diagnosis and trou-
bleshooting for aircraft systems use Artificial Intelligence
techniques. Reference [20] uses a system based on the com-
bination of case-based reasoning and fault tree analysis, and
provides a more precise fault diagnosis and obtains technical
support for maintenance. The troubleshooting process uses
the specific symptoms as input, and the output is a trou-
bleshooting guide tree of similar cases identified. Another
paper [21], presents an intelligent decision system for fault
diagnosis of aircraft. The C4.5 Algorithm is employed to
obtain the best decision trees from the training data available
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to decrease the
dimension of the input data. The results show high correct
fault detection rates, low missed detection, and also obtains
the false alarm rates. In this case it is necessary to make
available a complete and proper dataset regarding the faults
for the construction of a model for troubleshooting problems.
However, this is not always possible. Other previous work
proposes to optimising fault troubleshooting processes that
obtain the highest efficacy. The efficacy could depend on vari-
ous criteria, such as fault probability, cost, and time. The input
of this work is a list of suspected components that have been
identified as possible causes of failure, and the output is the
optimal ordering of troubleshooting tasks to solve the fault in
the system. For example, Liu [22] proposes a utility function
based on the probability of components suspected of failing
and the time required to verify each component in order to
obtain the optimal ordering. Furthermore, a mathematical
proof is given such that the ordering obtained minimises the
mean troubleshooting time, cost, or a combination of the
two. This work only takes into account the list of suspected
components, while our work is richer because the variables
associatedwith these components are also considered in order
to optimise the troubleshooting process.

In reference [23], another approach towards effective
troubleshooting decisions is proposed. It is based on
Bayesian Networks and theMulti-criteria Decision Approach
(MCDA). The efficacy of the troubleshooting process
depends on fault probability, cost, time, and risk of repair
action. The approach ensures a cost-saving, highly efficient,
and low-risk troubleshooting selection in each step, where
different alternatives are considered with regard to the pre-
vious criteria. An automobile engine startup failure is used
as a case study, but fails to show any validation of the results
obtained. In [24], the authors propose a framework to detect
anomalies in aircraft systems during flight. However, it does
not provide a systematic methodology for the resolution of
the identified failures.

Recently, a set of new topics have appeared related to auto-
mated fault troubleshooting, such as Self-Healing [25], Smart
Troubleshooting [10], and Smart Maintenance [26], [27].
These concepts include frameworks, methodologies and
related tools. Furthermore, the modelling analysis, and
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recovery of information from failures is proposed in an auto-
matic or (semi)automatic way. These could provide very
interesting alternatives to addressing the problem of the effec-
tive fault troubleshooting process.

Finally, some other proposals have been developed to
support both monitoring and troubleshooting using machine
learning [28], [29], but they did not take into account the
change of the observation in the model to reduce time and
cost. However, to the best of our knowledge, our solution is
the first to automatically create and adapt the troubleshooting
problem according to observations, by optimising its solution
taking into account the cost of signal reads and component
substitutions.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A proper troubleshooting process, which minimises the time
and cost of analysis in the search for causes of failure,
is crucial for the daily operation of manufacturing companies.
This is especially relevant with troubleshooting processes
that work with systems whose components are expensive and
whose complexity requires a very tricky analysis that can be
extended widely in time, and can cause significant losses and
delays. In this paper, we focus on the usefulness of reading
variables and the interactivity of the troubleshooting guiding
the process to improve its performance. Our solution is based
on a graph-oriented approach that provides the user with
the necessary information to help improve decision-making
in the search for the element responsible for the failure.
To this end, we have assumed the existence of 5 essential
aspects: (1) a model that contains all the structural relation-
ships between the different elements of the system, which
can be interpreted as a graph; (2) the cost and probability
associated with the failure of components, which will be
used for ranking the causes ordered; (3) the ability to read
values in intermediate elements (links); (4) the possibility
of transforming a model with MIMO elements into MISOs;
and, (5) the capability of being able to exonerate elements
through observations. With all this information, it is possible
to generate an algorithm capable of following a certain order,
indicating the application of actions that can be carried out
on each element of the ranking, and the costs that his/her
decision entails, as well as acting accordingly, exonerating,
blaming or isolating the different elements and variables that
explain the malfunctioning of the system. The algorithm has
been tested in a real scenario, and the degree of cost reduction
that can be achieved is analysed.

Although, in some cases, our solution may seem more
tedious than the traditional methodology, our validation and
the fact that the experts participate in the project demonstrate
that costs are reduced and that the unnecessary substitution
of very expensive elements may easily disappear.

As an extension to this paper, we continue to work on
improving the ranking order to ensure the optimal way to
analyse the system. Furthermore, we are investigating how
to include 3 types of multiple failure: more than one single
simultaneous failure; failures where there is more than one

element responsible for the fault; and failures that produce
multiple variables with incorrect states. Consequently, we are
also analysing the best way to include information from this
multiplicity in the ranking prioritisation function. Finally,
we areworking on the analysis of decision-making and results
obtained in each execution, using machine learning, in an
effort to improve the weights given for probability in an
automated way and based on real data.
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